
Please stand by for  realtime captions. >> Welcome to the understanding 

511 and its impact  on people with disabilities conference  call. My name 

is Hilda and I will  be your operator for today. At this  time, all 

participants are in a  listen only mode. Later we will  conduct a 

question-and-answer session. During the question-and-answer  session, if 

you have a question  please press star and then one on  your touchtone 

phone. Please note,  the conference is being recorded. I would like to 

turn the call over to Miss [Indiscernible].   

 

You may begin.  >> Thank you and welcome everyone  to this webinar. We 

appreciate you  joining us and as you know since  you are on the phone or 

on  the computer this will be on  section 511 which is the newest section 

of the  

     WIOA act that made changes to the  rehab back. Essentially it talks  

about limitations on  

     minimum wage for people with disabilities  and how that should be 

getting more  difficult so we can focus on the  important goal of 

competitive and  integrated important.  We have a couple trainings about  

section 511 we haven't done a lot since the regulations came out and we 

wanted to do another one  so we could talk about the regulations  

specifically the comment to the  regulations because they really  are 

informative in terms of what  was intended by the law and the  federal 

regulations that were passed so hopefully we can provide some  insight 

into that and as the  operator said we will have time  for questions at 

the end of the presentation. In addition  to that we can accept  

questions through the chat box on  the bottom right of your screen  and 

since Ron, Cheryl, and I  

     will be doing parts of the presentation  one of us will keep an eye 

on the  chat box while the other people  are presenting. Feel free to ask  

questions during that time. Just another  reminder that I will say again 

at  the end. To try to get an  accurate count of who is participating in 

the  webinar. If there are more than  one of you in the room,  dialing in 

on the farmer computer  your name will not show up in our  log of 

attendees. If you are in  a room and you are  sharing a phone or computer 

it would  be great if you can send an email to me  after the presentation 

to let me  know that you were attending it  so we can get an accurate 

number  to put in our grant report and get to our site in  terms of the 

number people that  attended. I think that's it for  the introductory 

comments. I'm going to turn it to Cheryl  who will begin the 

presentation.   

 

Thank you, Amy. When we move from the  title slide to the next slide it  

talks about the purpose of section  511. I'm going to read  the slide 

first because it says  the purpose is to ensure the federal  government 

plays a leadership role in promoting the employment of  individuals with 

disabilities by  assisting states and service providers  in fulfilling 

the aspirations of  such individuals to obtain gainful  employment. That 

is a fancy way  of saying  that we want to have a mechanism  to ensure 

that the transition requirement in IDA and  the rehab act are  actually 

enforced so that we can  close the school and sheltered  workshop 

pipeline. We've been educating  people and children with disabilities  

for years with the expectation we  are going to go on to meaningful  

activities post school and yet we  know there continues to be a school to 

shelter work pipeline. That's  a fancy way of saying we want that  to 



stop. Why do we need it?   First I want to call attention to  section 

511. I want to highlight  the point that the title five of  the rehab act 

is where you find  all of the protections. Section 501, 503, 504. So 511 

is the latest protection. As I've indicated we need it because a high 

number of students  with disabilities are leaving school without becoming 

employed in competitive,  integrated employment or being involved  in 

post secondary education. They go from the school to the  shelter 

workshop or from school  in a state that has a waitlist for  services.  

     We really do need to provide support  to these students as they 

transition  from school to post secondary life.  Let's start with a 

couple definitions  and these were new in WIOA.  The rehab act this time 

defines a  youth with a disability as an individual  with a disability 

between the ages  of 14 and 24. Pretty straightforward. This is the 

citation where you  will find it at 361 five at 361  5e 59.  Section 511 

addresses and deals  with the minimum wage  issue. Of course people  I'm 

sure are aware the sub minimum  wage is allowed under section 14 C of the  

fair labor standards act. This put  some steps in place  

     or some prerequisite things that  had to happen before an individual  

could go into sub minimum wage.  What section 511 does is it specifically  

requires that youth with  disability received preemployment  transition 

services. We went into  great deals  on those webinars about six weeks  

ago. There's a whole list of the preemployment transition services and  

if anyone missed the webinar it's  archived and available on the website. 

I would encourage you to go back  and look.  In addition to the fact that 

these preemployment services have to  be provided section 511 requires 

individuals be referred to vocational rehabilitation. This is something 

that was more or less presumed  to happen and we know it  hasn't 

happened. Now individuals  must be referred to the VR for services and  

they must receive career counseling.  Youth with disabilities as well as 

without don't necessarily  know what the career opportunity  and options 

are. No one has discussed her share  them with you then you have no idea  

what you want to be. It was now  part of section 511 before an individual  

can go into sub minimum wage. Let me  articulate that. This is no longer 

something that was highly suggested  and something that was mandatory and 

there has to be  clear documentation that these steps  have occurred. 

What are the steps again?  The  first is the individual has received  

preemployment transition services. I know states are handling not  in 

different ways. In some states  the VR agency is providing those and in 

other states they  contract amount. Whoever is providing  it there's 

[Indiscernible] that the individual received them. There  has to be an 

application for rehabilitation  services. If  the individual is found 

ineligible the standard again for  the energy ability decision would  be 

the same as in previous [Indiscernible] and the entity has been  clear 

and convincing evidence the  individual is not capable of engaging  in an 

employment outcome. Then the third thing could be that the individual has 

been found eligible for VR services  and had an IPE  in place  and he or 

she has been working towards  an employment outcome for a reasonable  

period of time without success. You will notice that  reasonable period 

of time is in  quotes. That is because it is not  well defined. Moving on 

to slide eight, the  Federal Register has a comment that says it's not in 

the best interest to define how long  someone has to receive vocational  

rehabilitation services because  the whole point of  the individualized 

plan for employment is that it's individualized.  



     People will have different disabilities  and it may take people a 

longer  period of time to accomplish some  things than others. And by 

restricting the period of  time would be  unnecessary - - unnecessarily  

impeding for the individual. So it talks about that it can be  found on 

page 55718 of the Federal Register.  

 

The last prerequisite is that  the individual has to be given career  

counseling and information and referral  services to help him explore , 

discover, experience, and obtain  competitive integrated employment  and 

such counseling and  referrals will not be for sub minimum  wage 

opportunities. There was  a huge emphasis on real job settings and work 

experiences. I'm going to  pass it to Ron or Amy I forget who's  next.   

 

Welcome, everyone. Cheryl  Rick wired  the documentation and who provides  

it and how it's supposed to happen  so the school does have an obligation 

to provide  the documentation to the VR agency and the state that  says 

if the youth is known to the  school district to be seeking sub  minimum 

wage employment and  said Shay - - say should. How will they know if the  

student is seeking sub minimum wage in the comments to the  federal 

regulations  talk about - - they will all know  who is receiving 

transition services.  It will be in the individual IEP. In the course of 

providing the  transition services if they become  aware the student is 

considering  sub minimum wage that takes in the  obligation to the school 

to refer  all of this documentation to the  VR agency. If a student 

refuses to participate  in the required activities remember it is 

preemployment transition  services then the school must document  to the 

agency the student refused to participate in those services. You will see 

what the implication  is later. They must  provide documentation to VR 

and  retain a copy of it. This first  slide  is dealing with the 

notification  of the required documentation.  The VR has its own 

obligation as  well. That's the  school's responsibility. This slide  

talks about the referral to the VR agency for  services which is 

different from  the documentation. The  question was in the  proposed 

comments is  some people said the school district must refer clients  to 

VR. The VR  said we won't say they  have to do it we would love to see  

them do it because that would be  nice but it's not going to be 

mandatory. The federal government will not  mandate the schools and then 

they  said in the comments that interagency  agreement and school 

districts in the VR agency should consider  what role the school district 

will  play making referrals to the VR  agency itself. They also said it 

would be wonderful  if the school did do it. We would  love to see 

collaboration between the VR agencies the schools themselves to ensure  

integrated employment.  

 

This is something in the WIOA and it's now reflected   in the 

[Indiscernible] as well.  It schools either local education or state 

education agencies  are prohibited from contracting anything that  holds 

a  

     14(c) certificate.  They cannot enter a contract for the purpose of 

operating  a program for  youth under which the student is  compensated 

at less than minimum  wage. So if they are a 14(c)  certificate holder 

the school is  prohibited from contracting with  that entity for the 

purposes of  having them get less than  sub minimum wage. The phrase  

contracted includes subcontracts for other arrangements such as memoranda 



of understanding. The intent of this was also to prohibit  schools 

themselves from operating. And  from receiving 14(c) certificates.  The 

statute only says  contract with. The Department of  Labor has issued 

14(c) certificates  to school districts and  the comment to the 

regulations  indicate that if the school district or state  educational 

agency has a 14(c) certificate they must comply  with all the rules of 

the program.  Which  at least for the Department of Education's  

perspective implies it's okay for  schools to have their own program  

even though they are prohibited  from contracting with another entity. We 

did talk to  the people in the legislative staff  that drafted this and 

that was not  their intent but the way the language  is written it is a 

problem.  

     Another issue is they are allowed to contract with an entity that 

holds a 14(c) certificate  if it's purpose  provides transition services 

as  long as they are  not compensated at sub minimum wages. The comments 

indicate the  principle is at least restrictive  environment so if  you 

are contracting with especially  a segregated program that is providing  

the services under idea school districts must ensure students  are 

educated with students that  do not have disabilities . The Department of 

Education said  that improves Dutchman includes employment services.  

Even though you could potentially  contract with an entity for purposes  

of providing transition. You have to make sure they are  in the least 

restrictive environment.  In the same way they said for VR  agencies they 

require  make to make sure students are prepared  for employment for the 

maximum [Indiscernible] possible with people  who do not have possibility  

[Indiscernible] disabilities. Even  notes allowable to have a contract  

for plea employment or Fred transition  services you still have to make  

sure the services are provided  in a least restrictive mandate. Both on 

the special ed side in  the VR side. This is something the one shoe fits  

all stuff that they do we have to  stop it. So if you see school 

districts  contracting with holders that are  program provided that 

something  we need to be addressing. These comments, there  was a lot of 

question about who  has what responsibilities?  What  is the job of the 

Department of  Labor and the Department of Education.  These say you be 

you and you  be you. There are responsibilities of the Department of 

Education  are those of the Department of Education  and the Department 

of Labor are  their own. Basically the Department  of Labor overseas  the 

holding of the certificate and  complying with it and enforcing  the 

provisions. The Department of Education's responsibility is to make sure 

that the VR agencies are doing  what they are supposed to be doing  and 

the education agencies are doing  what they are supposed to be doing. And 

all the processes are lined  up. With this slide says is you  be you and 

you be me.  

 

That's great. I love  that summary. It encompasses it  well. Now we will 

switch gears and we wanted to focus on the school  responsibilities and 

the contracting  issues that Ron talked about in  detail. For one moment 

we  will go back to the career counseling  requirement that Cheryl talked 

about during the  first few slides in terms of what  is required before a 

person can  be involved in these limits. The first thing to  keep in mind 

is there needs to be  semiannually and that includes  career counseling 

and information  and referrals.  That refers to an individual who  is 

beginning employment  



     at sub minimum wage on or after  the effective date of section 511  

which is July 22, 2016. That person  is starting in sub minimum wage 

employment  after July 22, 2016 they must receive semiannual career 

counseling and information and referral services. The next slide provides 

an example to make  it more concrete.  

     This was specifically from the comments  to the regulations and from 

the  Federal Register page 55724. It  says that if you are to  begin 

employment at sub minimum  wage on July 30, 2016 you must receive  your 

first segment of career counseling and information and referrals no  

later than January 30, 2017 and the second segment  of the career service 

counseling and information referral by July 30, 2016. - - 2017. That 

would continue each  year thereafter for as long as the individual 

maintain  sub minimum wage. The last sentence  is important to know that 

this is  intended to be ongoing. It's not  something you just do twice 

and  that's it. If the individual continues to  be employed in a sub 

minimum wage  situation they will continue to  provide career counseling 

and referrals on a semiannual basis. I am sure we are speaking to the 

choir at this point  but we don't want it to be a check the box to say 

this was  done . In our view it should  be looking at the individual 

situation  and looking at the Council that  can be divided perhaps in 

terms  of information referral and some  assisted technology that might  

be able to change the situation  or allow the individual to look  at some 

circumstances that may  be integrated employment. What I think we here in 

terms of  how this occurs on a  practical level is that the boxes are 

being checked but  maybe the in-depth services in terms  of the 

counseling and information  referrals are not being provided.  Maybe you 

can provide the feedback  to us during the Q&A section as to if you have 

seen  how this comes to fruition in reality. No matter what it should  be 

done semiannually , if the person is beginning employment  in sub minimum 

wage and that continued for the entire time they  are in that 

environment. The reason I wanted to make the  distinction is the next 

light is  different. This  refers to the requirements if an  individual 

is employed at sub minimum  wage when section 511 took effect. This was 

July 22,  2016. At that point the individual  must receive career 

counseling information  and referrals at least once a year. If you are 

already employed at the time the regulation took  effect, it's a once a 

year instead  of semiannual. That doesn't mean  that it still should not  

happen and should be not a check  the box situation and  unfortunately 

the regulations and the statute on  this section do not dictate when 

those annual reviews must  be done. It just says it must be  done 

annually.  There is some leeway there but it  is something to keep track 

of as  an advocate. If you are working  with individuals in the 

circumstances  to see if the required career counseling and information  

referral services are being provided during the timeframe they should  be 

provided.  

     A little more information about  the career counseling. This is a 

big deal because  the career counseling was not part  of the regulations 

previously. They  tried to give as much detail as  possible in terms of 

what they expected.  This section is under 397.40. It supposed be 

delivered in  a manner that is understandable  to the individual with a 

disability.  It supposed to facilitate independent decision-making and 

informed choices  at the individual makes decisions  regarding 

opportunities for competitive,  integrated employment and career  

advancement. Especially with respect  to employment and also  including 



customized employment. Those two prongs should be reminiscent of what  

you hear when you are talking about  the proper development for an IPE. 

First it needs to  be in the correct manner so everyone  can understand 

it and we need  to put the emphasis on the informed  choice to make sure 

the individuals are given options and able to make  decisions in terms of 

how they would  like the career counseling and information  referral to 

go.  

 

Another important  thing and we view this as something  significant at . 

It  says that   referral services should include  benefits counseling. 

Particularly  with respect to the interplay between earned  income and 

income-based financial , medical and other benefits and  if you have any 

experience thus far  with individuals who are in sub  minimum wage 

employment, oftentimes  the argument is that if they were  to make more 

than sub minimum wage  they would lose their benefits. In general that is 

an incorrect  statement. There are ways to work  around that and ways to 

make it  possible sub person can make at  least minimum wage and still 

receive  the benefits they need to get. Benefits  counseling is an 

important  part of trying to figure out how  to make that work for each 

individual.  I don't know how - - why or how this is in every  state but 

we know that the VR agencies  for example like in New York are  

contracting with the [Indiscernible]  or other agencies to make sure  

benefits counseling is being provided. In New York specifically  

neighborhood legal services is contracted  to provide the benefits 

counseling to the individuals that need it. I was happy to hear this and 

I  hope it is happening in other states  because this was something that  

wasn't laid out in the VR regulations previously. We need to make sure it 

doesn't  get pushed to the side because it  is in my view an important 

part  of helping the person move from  the sub minimum wage's situation 

to an integrated employment  situation.  

 

This is a summary slide in  terms of VR's responsibility regardless  of 

age. Cheryl did a  great job of distinguishing at the  beginning the 

difference between  youth and individual with a disability.  In this case 

age does not matter. The services under the section  referring to career 

counseling and information referral are for any individual in sub  

minimum wage employment not just individuals who were applicants  or 

recipients of VR services  or who were served by the agency  under 

another program administered  by the agency. The bottom line being you do 

not have to  have access to VR or VR services in order  for these 

regulations to apply to  you. All that needs to happen is  you are in a  

sub minimum wage employment situation. That makes it quite broad  and 

that specifically  the bullet on this slide is not  in the regulations 

themselves but  again in the very important comment that indicates they 

want  the section to be applied to the broadest group  of individuals in 

sub minimum wage  employment as possible.  

 

Here are additional VR responsibilities  regardless of age. There's an 

entity  that has a 14(c) certificate and  less than 15 employees  and 

they refer an individual who  is employed at minimum wage rate  by the 

entity, you must inform the  individual about self advocacy and  peer 

mentoring and training  

     and self-determination opportunities  available in the community 

within  30 days of the receipt of the referral. There are a couple of 



things about  this bullet. First of all we talked  about it we wondered 

about the  stipulation about this applies to entities that have a 14(c) 

certificate  but less than 15 employees. Presumably  because they do 

single out that  particular number if  there are more than 15 employees  

then this part would not apply.  It is important to remember that if this 

is a small entity VR must inform the  individual about the services and 

they must do it  within 30 days of the receipt of  the referral from the 

entity. Another  important point and again something  that I think is 

important to keep in  mind from an advocacy point of view, these services 

with regard to self  advocacy and peer mentoring etc.,  cannot be 

provided by a 14(c) certificate  holder.  You can have a person in a 

sheltered workshop situation  receiving peer mentoring and self advocacy 

screening from the same shelter workshop. That negates the point in the 

whole  idea in my view of having this requirement  is to make sure the 

message comes  from someone outside of the  sub minimum wage environment 

so  they know there are other options  available.  

 

This goes  into the comments in terms of  VR regulations. And what their  

responsibilities are. Ron talked about this in the context  of the school 

situation.  It's also important to note in terms  of VR they use the 

phrase individuals who are known in several sections of the regulations 

and what that is saying  is that they are not required to go out and 

necessarily - - they are required to do outreach  and obligation - - I'm 

sorry outreach and provide services to  those underserved and unserved 

individuals as indicated on this  last bullet point on the slide.  They 

must be known to VR in order for them to have  the requirements that fall 

under  this section. And that may occur through self  identification with 

disabilities  and may occur as they go through  the VR process and as 

Cheryl indicated  that should be happening in every  case. It could be 

happening through cooperative  or coordinated things with other  

agencies. Or the referral to the VR agencies including referral  by 

employees. Basically I think it is a they were covering  their bases 

saying we are not responsible but  we are making sure the individuals  

are receiving the services in terms  of career counseling and other 

things  related to [Indiscernible] of  sub minimum wage employment. If  

they are not known to VR. I find  that a little bit misleading because 

they are required to do outreach and provide services to  those unserved 

and underserved populations.  By doing that they will presumably have  

more  employees that need the services. Just something to mention in 

terms of  the VR responsibilities.  

 

This talks about the VR responsibilities  related to documentation time 

frames. It's a significant part of the  regulation themselves. They tried  

to lay it out in as much detail  as possible to make the process  as 

[Indiscernible] is product - -  possible. I think time will tell. We are 

open to feedback from you  in terms of how well this is happening  or not 

happening from that perspective. Based on  the regulations they have no 

later than 45 calendar  days after the completion of the required 

activities to  provide documentation to the individuals  with 

disabilities. That is a pretty small timeframe  in terms of providing the 

career  counseling and the information referrals .  They must provide 

documentation  or proof that it occurred within  45 days. There is an 

exception similar  to other parts of the VR that if there  are 

extenuating circumstances and  those would need to be specified  and laid 



out if  there is a legitimate justification  for the delay then it  could 

be extended up to 90 days. They also have 10 calendar days  to provide 

documentation of an individual who refused to participate in a  required 

activity. Again that's  a much tighter timeframe and I think that's a 

positive thing  because we want to know about the  individual who are not 

agreeing  to go through the process and help them get to competitive  

integrated employment. I don't really  have any numbers at this point as  

to how many people are using the services that people  offer and if you 

have data or information or clients you are  working with where this part 

of  the process is kicking in, please  let us know. I would love to know 

what the connection is between what is written on  the paper in terms of 

the timeline and activities that could be happening  and what is 

happening in reality.  

 

Going on with the  documentation process and Ron touched  on this. In 

terms of  who has what responsibilities. But  it's important to note 

under 397.5 that the Department  of Labor VR so  that's pretty expansive 

can review  the individual documentation that  is required and maintained 

by employers  holding for the certificate. Again  that is the 

documentation  for 14(c)  certificate specifically can be reviewed by  

the Department of Labor VR or someone  contracting. If deficiencies are 

noted they  should be reported to the division of the Department of 

Labor.  The word should is used there unfortunately but there's a comment 

here  

     that further explains why they chose  the word should. It's  not 

required to conduct such reviews and there's no  enforcement mechanism 

for failing to report this.  But they should use this to report 

deficiencies when they are found. Again the comment to  that regulation 

explains more. Because there's no requirement  that the reviews be done 

neither the statute nor final regulations  establish time frames. Section 

511 provides  the reviews are to be done at such  a time as may  be 

necessary. Therefore the timing of any reviews must be determined by VR 

or  the Department of Labor as deemed necessary. From a personal  

perspective that is not as concrete and as  stringent as I wanted to be.  

There's a lot of room for leeway  and as you can see there's not even  

required to report if deficiencies  are happening but at least based  on 

the comment they are saying they are encouraging and they would  like to 

see it happen. >> I'm not Ron. Just in case you think I have a  multiple 

personality I am not. We talked a lot  about the documentation and it can  

sound confusing but when you look  at the regulation in their totality 

it's good because there's no longer he  said he did that or she said they  

did that now there has to be  clear documentation and a clear  paper 

trail as to who did what. I will talk for a couple of slides  about the 

wage and hour division  at the Department of Labor. Many of you may be 

aware of  the fact that NDRN signed a memorandum  of understanding with 

the Department  of Labor about a year and a  half ago. We have been 

meeting with their  wage and hour division on a regular  basis. They are 

the division within  the department responsible for wage and hour issues. 

We were pleasantly supplies - - surprised that they have reviewed over 

200 segregated  employment settings and found  different wage and hour 

[Indiscernible]. They talked about  the first responsibility to 

overseeing  the certificate which  are necessary before any employer 

[Indiscernible] minimum wage. If  they don't have a valid certificate  

they better be paying minimum wage  or above. On the bottom half of the 



slide it talks about the information  that the wage and hour division  

has publicly issued in terms of guidance around section 511.  I am not 

sure if you click on these  if they take you to the document.  If you 

copied the document and the  assistance bullet in number 2016 and stick 

it in  your search box of your  web browser it will bring information  

right up. There's a field  assistant bulletin eight fact  sheet and a 

letter to the 14(c) certificate holders.  These  are written by the 

Department  of Labor and they are targeted toward  employers whether the 

employer is  a 14 c holder or not.  

     It's very interesting reading. For instance on the letter to the  

certificate holders who are employers  they reiterate where they can hire 

a youth disability and it indicates clearly there that the designated  

service unit or the agency has to  provide documentation of these steps 

to the individuals but it also says the employer has to see and verify 

the documentation  before they can hire the person. It really  is a 

checks and balance system and  I would strongly encourage anyone  who is 

interested in this issue  to read the documents that are noted  here. I 

think they do a great job  of explaining it in  simple terms without 

having to  read 50 pages of the regulation.  

 

The next one talks about the  enforcement in section 511. The bottom line 

is if an employer fails to comply with either the career counseling piece  

that has to occur or all of  their employees or if they fail  to review 

the documentation and hire  someone under the age of 24 and  a sub 

minimum wage position without  verifying that the necessary steps  were 

taking place. They could be  subject to back  payment of wages at full 

minimum  wage.  There are some sanctions now for  employers who don't 

follow the law so to speak and who don't  fulfill their responsibilities.  

It will no longer be acceptable  to say they told us we went to VR and he 

told us he  wasn't eligible for services. There  has to be clear 

documentation and a clear paper trail. And an  employer can be found in a 

bad situation  and liable for wages if  they don't do what they're 

supposed  to. This is  something that has never existed  before. This is 

important. I think you're next, Ron.   

 

I am.  

     This is the difference between  the Department of Labor and 

Department of education obligation  to lay out and this is  going out 

about what they are. What they  are telling the employers they do. They 

give some  examples of what would be considered  a violation of section 

511. If  they violate section 511 the employer  they will not be 

complying  with the 14(c) certificate so they  should be paying minimum 

wage or  above  and they will [Indiscernible] if they violated these 

provisions and ask  for backpay. They give a couple  of examples of what 

can happen.  The first is if they hire you and  they have not completed 

all the  requirements. So the person with a disability is  supposed to 

take the documentation  with them and do a sub minimum wage  holder 

before that employer can  hire them.  They don't have the documentation  

and they are hired anyway that's  a violation of section 511. 

Additionally, any employee hired  after July 22, 2016 is required  to be 

given post-hire  counseling information within six months of employment. 

If the employer doesn't have  documentation that they have gotten 

counseling, that's a violation. If they  don't have the documentation and  

got the counseling the Department  of Labor can go after them. The third 



is for people that are  currently employed. The first bullet  is youth 

with disabilities the second  bullet point is any person  coming in by  

[Indiscernible] the third bullet is for current employees. They  must be 

provided the post hiring counseling  initially and then annually 

thereafter and so when is  that first counseling  supposed to be 

provided?  The next  bullet point which is from the -  - and then for new 

hires within  six months. As of  February 1, 2017 every employee  must be 

given  this counseling.  

     Just keep that in the back of your  mind for second. If  they don't 

meet that deadline they  can go back for backpay up to the date of  the 

violation. Whether it's the initial hire before  July 22, the six-month 

review  and the annual review or the initial  review. These are fantastic 

but who will you call? As Amy said, VR is not required to do these. 

There's a timeline  for it. The Department of Labor,  what did they do?  

When the law  was passed, it specifically talks  about other enforcement  

opportunities including the assistance  program. We also felt that a 

parent should have a role in forcing section  511. There were 

requirements about what should be the respective  role in  enforcing 511. 

Can we go in and ask  for documentation. From the employer, did you have 

the documentation and can  we report the violation to the Department  of 

Labor. And we got an interesting response and I will do - - I will do it  

the way it is. For those of you  who are having the assistance care you 

have - - you know how it works. You just click over few. The program  is 

still in the blank program it  if you have a client with a disability 

that  doesn't fit under one of the grants  because their disability 

doesn't  meet the definitions for  those grants and also because you 

would not be eligible  for services under the assistance  program. Both 

of  those categories are not eligible  

     and you can come in and fill in  the gap. So they say that the  

     PAIR has limited monitoring authority. And by  that it means there 

is no other  services covered. Then it says for [Indiscernible] and Amy 

will go  into this more, it's specifically authorized -  - section 511 

specifically includes them as enforcing 511. But for the CAPS people  

that are getting  services under  511 those services would fall outside 

the scope of  PAIR because they are eligible   for CAPS. If they are not 

eligible  what can PAIR  do.  I don't know  whether it's whatever 

program. If  you are  standing under the program we don't  have the 

authority to do this and work with the [Indiscernible]  in your state to 

try to fill in  the gap. You are not allowed to  do the client assistance 

program. If you  are one that has that then you could  try to work out 

with a different  coverage program what you can do. Now the  

     PNA programs have the right to monitor and they can look around to 

talk  to people and ask questions and  find out was going on. They don't  

have to have permission they can  do it. If they want access to records 

there  are specific client records I think  these documentations 

requirements  would qualify as  specific records. You have to have  an 

exception to the general rule of access which would be of abuse and 

neglect  or you have to get written consent. So they are probably right 

in terms of  the right to monitor compliance  of 511. You don't have the 

right to access the record under PAIR . You can go in and  see what's 

going on. You can find out what's happening  and potentially look for 

violations. You can say did  you get counseling and how long  have you 

been here. I've been here  since 1963. So did anyone sit down with you  



and and tell you anything?  That would be something to do in  my view 

under PAIR  and potentially  under CAP  too.   

 

Thank you, Ron. This is interesting in section 511. When the statute came 

out which  obviously does not provide  as much detail as the regulations  

do, and the NDRN stats  and we were looking at the statute we had sort of 

a different  view after that of what  we thought CAPS  role is going to 

be in the enforcement  of 511  and once  the regulations came out and 

they  provided specific information  it was different than what we 

thought. I'm going to talk about that a  little bit and hopefully clarify  

what CAPS role is intended to be  as it  relates to section 511. It's 

important to remember the  general purpose of CAPS  as it relates to the 

overall statute  for the program and specifically it means and this  is 

important to how it relates  to section 511. CAPS services are available 

to  clients so people who are applying  for services  speaking services  

under section 511. This advocacy whether individual  or systemic must be 

at the request  of the client or clients applicants and solely  for the 

purpose of protecting the  rights of clients and the applicants  under 

the act facilitating this  section services. That underlying section in 

the second bullet is  important. It provides the framework  for what CAP 

is supposed to do and  protecting the rights of clients  or people who 

are applying for services  under the act and to facilitate  access to 

those services. Keep that in mind as we look at  the next few slides. >> 

In this situation alone CAPS could access relevant records  so long as 

they follow the requirements  of the holder of the record and 

particularly the informed consent of the applicant  or applicant. First 

let's talk about the Federal Register  which is informative and I think 

provides clarity to what they meant. There's no authority under section  

112 for  the client assistance program to  engage by advocacy for the  

sole purpose of gaining access records.  

     That comment was a surprise on our  end because when  we looked at 

the statute we envision  that  CAP would have an active role  and they 

would be the primary enforcers  of this section. Going back to the  first 

bullet you need to have informed consent from a client in  a specific 

client or individual in order to  engage in what they refer to as  access 

to the records or conducting  monitoring. The authority as  - - is not as 

broad as what Ron talked about under PAIR  which would give the ability  

to  go into a workshop setting and evaluate  what is going on. You would 

not  want to do that under CAP  unless you had  informed written consent 

from a  client. That does not mean that CAP does not  have a role. I 

think that's important  to remember  and the reason why I have  it as one 

of the last slides is  because I want that to be the key  take away. 

Despite the previous  slides talking about the  prohibition that exists 

in terms  of using the funds for active - - access to records and 

monitoring. You can do section 511 and you can still use CAP money to 

provide training and  education . You are not necessarily going in to 

analyze is a workshop meeting the letter  of the law are they following 

the regulations  as they should. You could go into  a shelter and provide 

information  similar to what  Cheryl, Ron and I just did.  This is what 

should be happening  and you should be getting access  to counselors and 

as long as you  are staying in the education and  training mode and not 

the monitoring of this workshop you are fine and you would be able to do  

that using CAP money without  difficulty.  As I said in one of the 

previous slides if  you have the client informed written  consent if  you 



are working with someone and  they are like I want you to take  a look at 

how I am paid here at  this workshop or want you to take  a look at my 

records to make sure  everyone is complying with what  they are doing if 

you get that request  and you have  the request from the client there  

would be no issue at all using CAP  money in getting access  to records 

and doing more in-depth  monitoring situations for that client.  

Hopefully that is clear and helps to clear up some of the  confusion 

around what CAP should  be doing with the funds.  It's not  as big of a 

deal . You can use other programs such  as - - PAIR   to do additional 

monitoring  workshop to - - without having any of those  limitations. 

This is more of an issue for the  

     - - CAPS that are not in there.  You do have a role whether it be  

through the informed consent of  an individual client  to get access  to 

records and more specific information  or just to go into a workshop 

situation and provide  information about the law and what the requirement 

should  be. You certainly are able to do  that if you are restricted to  

only using those funds. I think that's the final  slide we have. The 

final slide has our contact  information. If you don't have it  please 

feel free to make note of  it and send an email as often as you want.  

That's why we are here. We are more  than happy to answer any questions  

you have via email or if you don't want to do  it through email we are 

happy to  set up phone calls and talk about  issues or even specific 

cases. I always hope people feel like  they can reach out to us because  

that is why we are here. If you  are not asking us questions we probably  

would not have jobs. Please feel free to do that and  let us know how we 

can help.   

 

There's a question in the chat  box and someone wants to know can a  

sheltered workshop allow people  to work for no pay and call it volunteer 

- - a volunteer position  rather than employment?  I am not  sure whether 

this question differentiates an adult versus a youth under the age of 24. 

I thought I would  defer to you and Ron and I certainly  have an opinion.  

>> Basically it sank in a be in a  shelter workshop position  and be 

unpaid?  Is that the question?   

 

 Correct .   

 

In my mind one of the questions  would be as I pointed out the age of the  

individual and whether they are  used with the individual or a  

     youth. And you feel free to jump in and add  your input and that it 

was clear  that if you are doing it for training purposes for  example 

providing free employment transition services  or training that you could 

potentially do it  in that environment as long as you were not paying the 

person sub  minimum wage.  As soon as you start paying them  piece rate  

that is not allowed by the statute  or the regulations but if you did  in 

terms of training and it was  unpaid which would be I guess similar  to 

an internship although  it would obviously not be in an  integrated 

environment, I think  they could do it as long as they  were framing it  

as a temporary training or evaluation. Do you agree or disagree?   

 

 There's a couple of things. If they  are volunteer I'm going to going  

to volunteer like someone  could hear it's not employment we  could say 

no or yes. I think that is possible. The  other piece is if the workshop 

is doing contract  work that's being paid based on Medicaid or other 



things for people  that are in their service coming  in they may be 

violating those . Are they billing for services for the individual?  Are 

they allowed to have someone  in their and billed for services .  

 

That's a good point.   

 

I see a question  about accessing the PowerPoint.  If you look to the 

right of the  screen there is a web link and a captioning link and a 

survey  link and a PowerPoint link. You  should be able to access the 

PowerPoint  through that link. The  PowerPoint should've been emailed  to 

you with the call in information  - - there it goes. Cheryl just typed  

in what I said.  >> Why do we open it to the operator  for questions on 

the phone.  

 

If you want to  ask a question please press star  and then one on your 

touchtone phone. If you  want to withdraw your question you  can press 

the #or hash key.  

 

We have a question  from Barbara.  >>  

     I'm a little confused and maybe  you can clear it up. If there is  

someone who is 40 years old working in a sheltered workshop  for a long 

time and the sheltered  workshop and it's a private noncompany  

     - - nonprofit company. Whose obligation  is it to give this person 

the information  or referral  and career information. Is it the  shelter 

workshop at the employer  or the VR agency?  That's what  I'm confused 

about.  

 

I'm to go back to  the slide. You're talking about  an individual who is 

over 40 ?   

 

Someone who's been there for  a long time.  >> The  VR agency.  

 

Okay so it's the  VR agency.   

 

All employees with disabilities  must be provided to career counseling by 

the designated state  unit. And with information about  training 

employees by the employer for six months and yearly  and annually 

thereafter.  

 

So the VR is responsible  for ensuring it's being done and  the employer 

must also maintain records to establish  it has been done and if  they 

don't have those records they  are violating the fair labor  standards 

act and you could file a complaint  against that employer with the 

Department  of Labor.   

 

I guess - -   

 

The sheltered workshop cannot provide a training.  

 

So the sheltered workshop has  to maintain a record the training  was 

provided by the VR agency  X   

 

I am looking at  the letter that the department of wages sent  to the 

certificate holder. It says  on the bottom of page 2 at the employer  you 



can refer your employee to the  designated state unit in your state  for 

mandatory counseling. Before you choose to contact the  unit and inform 

that you are in  need of counseling as soon as possible  in order to 

ensure they receive  proper notification. >>  

     It's nebulous but I think the bottom  line is that both entities 

have  responsibility. The DSU should be  doing outreach and in the event  

that they fail to do the out reach  that's required then the designated - 

- the employer can notify  the designated state unit to say  come over 

here we have people you  need to talk to.  >> I don't know if that helps. 

Sometimes  these things are as clear as mud. It goes back to  the dual 

responsibility  and when wage and hour comes into  a facility on which 

they do like  I indicated they have gone into  200 facilities in the last 

year  alone and they look for those records  

     and if those records are absent  and there's no evidence that  the 

employer has contacted the state  unit or the state unit came in then 

potentially the employer  will help  them - - will be held liable for 

failure  to comply.   

 

I thought  that was great information. Just to clarify that came  from 

the letter and the language  that you read.  >> That letter is dated July 

27, 2016.  

 

Just a reminder on slide 23  of this presentation you can find  the link 

to that  particular letter. It sounds like from some of  the feedback we 

got in the chat  box thank you for that. The links  work. If you need to 

find out language hopefully you can click on it on slide 23.  >> Is there 

another question?   

 

At this time  I see no other questions. Please press star one  to ask a 

question.  >> While we are waiting,  another reminder that to the right  

of your screen, about halfway down where it says web links, there's a 

link that says survey and I would appreciate it if you  could take a few 

minutes after the  presentation to fill out the survey on this webinar. 

The feedback is important to us. It  helps us to figure out how to make  

things better in the future and  what went well and what didn't. What 

impact the training is having  on your work duties and it will  not take 

long to fill it out. We  include the evaluation results  in the reports 

we write to RSA. If you could  take a few moments to fill it out  that 

would be great. It looks like  there have been a few questions  about 

accessing the PowerPoint.  You may have seen the answer in  the chat box. 

You should've received  an email  this morning. If you are registered  

for the webinar. It had the  PowerPoint attached. There's a link  right 

now right under the survey  link to this  PowerPoint presentation. Feel 

free  to download it and save it and keep  it and refer back to it.  >> 

This webinar like the first one  will also be archived and will be  on 

our website within a few weeks  or so.  >>  

     There is a question in the chat  box. Is there any role for the 

state  Department of Labor agencies and  unfortunately I am not sure I 

can  answer that for a few reasons. First, not every state has a 

Department  of Labor.  We discovered that a few years ago.  There's only 

39 states that have  a Department of Labor. The state  of Florida for 

instance does not. I am not sure that there is a direct  affiliation 

between the state  Department of Labor and the federal  Department of 

Labor. Generally  the wage and hour operates they do have regional  



offices that coordinate with the  federal offices but I am not sure if 

they all have the same roles and responsibilities. We can ask that 

question but I  don't know the answer off the top  of my head because 

there are not  departments of labor in every state.  

 

The  statute itself doesn't give [Indiscernible]  to the state Department 

of Labor. When we say Department of Labor and the statute it's the  

federal US Department of labor.  >> The state departments of labor  may 

have their own laws. That they  are responsible for enforcing. And  is 

independent of everything in  the federal.   

 

That's a good point because we know for instance there are state 

departments of labor that  do not -  - that you must also have an 

exemption  from the state Department of Labor not just from the federal 

Department  of labor. Massachusetts was the  state where even though  

facilities had an  exemption from the 14(c)   from the fair labor 

standard act it also required an exemption from  the state labor and 

agencies that  had  not obtained the exemption were  found to be in 

violation of the  state law. Looking at things on  the federal level but 

you also need  to double check whether your  state has a minimum wage law 

and  whether the state minimum wage law  allows for exemptions through 

the  federal  14(c) or if you have to get an exemption  based on the 

application.  >> Just wanted to check one more time  to see if there are 

any additional  questions either through the chat  box or operator if you 

could check  one more time that would be great.   

 

As a reminder please press  star one. We have one question.  >> We show 

no questions.   

 

Perhaps we covered it all.  Again I know that sometimes especially  in a 

situation like this it's hard  to think of all the questions you  may 

have. Personally things usually  hit me a day or two later so feel free 

to reach out to us if  other things come up or if you are reviewing a 

PowerPoint  and you have questions feel free  to let us know. We would be 

interested  to know how the career counseling  aspect of section 511 is 

going so if any of you have stories or bad stories in terms  of how that 

particular  thing is being executed for those  individuals I would love 

to hear  more details. Give me a call or send me an email.  That would be 

great. I don't have a good gauge at this point as far  as how that 

portion of the requirement  is doing.  If there aren't any other 

questions,  unless Ron or Cheryl you have  anything to add we can just 

and  a little early and again thank  you for your participation. Thank  

you for your question.   

 

I want to thank  you all too.  >>  

     We hope to see many of you at the  annual conference. We don't see  

you at the conference, we will see  you by WebCam on the next webinar.  

>> There will be another one coming  up. We are trying to do it on a  

quarterly basis. It will be coming  regularly and is soon as we have  the 

date and topic for the next  one we will let you know.   

 

Goodbye and thank  you everyone.   

 



 Ladies and gentlemen, this concludes  the conference.  We thank you for 

participating,  you may now disconnect.   

 

[ Event Concluded ]  


